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Purchasing a vehicle online is a viable option these days, but only a small subset of the population
is comfortable doing so. Many patrons begin browsing online, but most will eventually end up in a
physical showroom, and that’s why dealership refreshes remain popular. Dealers are making certain
that their online presence is modern, attractive, and welcoming, and they want their showrooms to
evoke the same feelings.
Project AD is one such dealership. Located on the east coast, the dealership is a single 41,000 SF
building, surrounded by ample paved lots to store inventory. The front of the building consists of a
two-story sales and administrative wing, while the rear is a service bay complete with detailing area
and storage for parts. Project AD was originally acquired in 2008, and within a decade the owners
were ready for an upgrade. They completed major renovations in 2017, stripping the building to
its shell and replacing all original siding and signage, doors, windows, roofing, plumbing, flooring,
HVAC, electric, and more.
The owners of Project AD knew they wanted a refresh to reflect their modern online presence, but
they didn’t realize the extent of the potential associated tax savings. The Capstan team introduced
them to the concept of Partial Asset Disposition (PAD). During a renovation, many long-lived
assets are disposed of (such as old lighting systems, tile floors, windows, and the HVAC system).
PAD allows the taxpayer to immediately write off the remaining depreciable basis of those assets
disposed of in the current year, rather than leaving them on the books to slowly depreciate. A
cost segregation study is an excellent way to document the disposed assets and their remaining
depreciable basis, providing the data required to support a PAD election in the tax return.
Project AD’s depreciable basis was $7,945,574, and Capstan engineers moved 10.3% of assets into
5-year personal property, and 31.3% of assets into 15-year land improvements. This accelerated
depreciation resulted in a first-year tax savings of $590,000. However, the PAD savings took Project
AD to the next level. Engineers documented the disposal of $3M of 39-year assets and $2M of
15-year assets. They determined that the remaining depreciable basis of those assets were $2.3M
and $800K, respectively, for a total remaining depreciable basis of $3.1M. Assuming a 40% state
tax rate, that translates to an additional first-year tax savings of $1.24M. When the significant PAD
results are included, the total first-year tax savings on Project AD exceeds $2M.
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